PREPARATION

- Stave reception checks
- Beampipe Preparation in ITT
- Trial mounting of dummy stave
  - Mounting of Global support- and service collars
- Stave mounting on global support
  - Weld or connect pipes
  - Dress cables; verify grounding
  - Connectivity test of modules on stave
  - Connect power/readout to stave
  - Connect/arrange Test PP & verify cables

STAVE MOUNTING

- Survey and envelop checks
- Final connectivity test
- Connect/arrange Test PP & verify cables
- Operate IBL with evaporative cooling (full analog tests)
- Survey after cooling
- Prepare for installation (transport enclosure, …)
- Beampipe Preparation in ITT
- Trial mounting of dummy stave
- Stave mounting on global support
  - Weld or connect pipes
  - Dress cables; verify grounding
  - Connectivity test of modules on stave
  - Connect power/readout to stave
  - Connect/arrange Test PP & verify cables

FULL IBL CHECKS